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Abstract 

This thesis is an attempt to explore the underlying construction techniques, structural concepts and 

geometric principles, in one of the celebrated examples of traditional Islamic architecture: the North 

dome of Masjid-i-lami of Isfahaq Iran. 

On this basis, the construction of the North dome is studied in relationship to the mosque cornplex, 

the social conditions and also the architecturai characteristic of that period. Second, the North dome 

is examinai based on its unique stnicturai traits and the mathematicai relationships which exists within 

it. Third, the geometrical principles that are used in the construction of the North dome are 

discussed; and graphically, the geometric patterns of the intenor surfaces are explored. Fially, a 

hypothesis is proposed on the possible techniques for the construction of the North dome. In 

conclusion, each of theses qualities distinctively demonstrate a unique architechirai feahire in this 

building by meam of which this architectural masterpiece has corne together. 
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Giossary of Arabic and Persian words and terms 

Word 

Al-i-Buyid 

Alam 

Allah 

Asma-ul-Huma 

Atigh 

Chahar-taq 

DaBrish 

Gaznavids 

Ghayb 

Ghunbad 

Goshwareh 

nxn al&& 

Isfahan 

Iwan 

Jami 

Jorn'a 

Ka'ba 

Arabic / Pmiun Brief Definition 

ruling dynasty of Persia from 945 - 998 AD. 

the world 

the Almighty God 

the beautifid Names of God 

014 ancient 

dorned roof on top of four piers of a square base 

Sufi, humble person 

ruling dynasty of Persia from 998 - 103 0 AD. 

hidden 

technique used to transforrn a square chamber into 
an octagon onto which a dome could be placed 

science of numerology 

a city in central Iran 

a recessed section dong a continuous wall 

congregational 

Friday, the Islamic holy day 

sacred structure towards wtiich ail Muslims orient 
themselves during th& prayers 

egg shaped 

earthly 

a robe, usuaUy wom by the Dervish 

tibrary 

eariy Arabic script 

holy city of Muslims which houses the holy Ka'ba 



Maiek 

Masjid 

Mihrab 

Muhan&s 

Muqamas 

Qibla 

Qwm 

Saheb 

Sailjuqs 

S hagird 

Shagool 

Shahadah 

Sofeh 

Sultan 

ustad 

Zorastrianism 

king, d e r  

a mosque, a Muslim place of worship 

a recess in the Qibla waii of a mosque indicating 
the direction of prayer 

vaulted structure on a curved surface 

orientation of Musiirn prayers, towards Makkah 

the holy book of Muslims 

master, owner 

NLing dynasty of Persia fiom 1040 - 1 194 AD. 

traditional construction tool consisting of a weight 
suspended ftom a string, used to defhe the vertical 
direction 

king, d e r  

teacher, professor 

prominent religion of Persia before Islam 



Introduction 

Traditional Islamic architecture has been studied fiom rnany different perspectives. 

In some studies the formation of Islamic architecture has been d e d  out within the wntext 

of history through examining the role that historical events mi& have played in creating this 

tradition. By carving into the remnant mernories of the (avdable) past, a set of relationships 

have thus been drawn between traditional architectural design and its social condition. 

ALmost at the other end of this spectrum, there are studies that have characterized Islamic 

architecture through their pursuit of symbolic meanings for its different fom.  Only rarely 

has Islamic architecture been examinai as 'the act of construction', structural strategy and the 

role of geometry in the senice of both construction and structure. 

To understand the construction process that f o m  an Islamic bdding, Ï t  is important 

to place it within the wntext of society and consider the leaming and inclinations of people 

among d o m  such skills are developed. A case can be made that the traditional Islamic 

architecture was shaped by crafbmen who were geometers, mathematicians, artisans and 

philosaphers as well as 'builders' of these structures. 

' Atypical produd of [traditional] society 's echtcational system is the archited, plumer. who 

is given tbe tiîie Wuhanciis "; he who geornetncizes and who thcreby edoâies in his name 

the fundamental emphasis of the sysfem."' 

- - -- . 

1 NArdakm and LBakhtiar. 'The Sense of Unity", page 9, 1973. 

1 



A traditional artist (Muhandjs) uses the principles of geometq to 'construct' his art. 

Whether it is to weave a carpet or to construct a building, the arrangements have corne 

together by the very same principles and yet are unique in form. From a carved wooden door 

in a simple house to an elaborate ceiling in a Sultan's palace, fiom an elegant structure of a 

Grand Moque to the intricate fabric of a city, the construction strategies might individually 

Vary, but coiiectively, they carry the same underlying ideas and geometric principles. 

In this regard, to study any form of Islamic architecture we are confronted with 

questions such as how these constructions are built, strategized and fïnaily realized. How are 

geometric principles applied? What role does geometry play in transforming an idea into a 

constmcted fom? What materials and techniques were applied to consuua these forms? 

To cope with such questions a systernaîic approach is needed. One such approach is 

presented in this thesis through exploration of the underlying construction techniques, 

structural concepts and geometric principles, in one of the most celebrated examples of 

traditionai Islamic architecture: the North dome of Masjid-i-Jami of Isfahan, Iran.' 

Masjid-i-Jami is the fit and thus the oldest congregationai mosque for the city of 

Isfahan in Iran. This remarkable structure has s u ~ v e d  for over one thousand yean and is aiIl 

The word m w i d  iiterary rn- masque and ~Uqiid-iJomi is a tem used for the map m y  in an! 
ïsiamic ci@. .tïasjid-iJamt of 1sf;rhan 1s aiso known as ~tfàsjid-iJom 'a which means dda osque. 
There are other names a h  associatecl with this mosque such as M@id-iJmi-idligh whicE iiterary 
means the Old Congre tion Moque. This name was pom'bly given in Mer years, after the city was 
developed and other xsques were buik 



being used with its original purpose. As Oleg Grabar remarks, a work of architecture with 

such quaLity has a contemporary meaning that reflects on some of Our contemporary 

ideologies3 In this regard, the value of a building that is permanently aiive and fùnctional 

transcends the fiozen concepts of a historical monument and becornes a living phenornenon. 

In this sense, the Moque embodies many distinct qualities and can be shidied fiom various 

perspectives. 

Particular to this thesis is a part of this mosque known as Gunbad-i-Kharka4, or the 

North dome. This part of the mosque is selected for study on the bais of its construction. 

In the forthcoming discussion, a systematic fiamework is presented that is based on four 

criteria which constructiveiy affect the formation of the North dome. These d e r i a  are as 

follows: 

Fust, the construction of the North dome is shidied in relationship to the mosque 

complex, the social conditions and dso the architectural chanictexistic ofthat period. Secund, 

the North dome is examineci based on its unique structural traits and the mathemafical 

relations which exist within t .  Third, the geometrical p ~ c i p l e s  that are used in the 

constniction of the North dome are discussed; and graphidy, the geometric patterns of the 

interior surfaces are exploreci. F i y ,  a hypothesis is proposed on the possible techniques 

for the construction of the North dome. 

3 Oleg Grabart The Great Mosque of London, 1990, pp. 13. 
Gunbad means 'dome' in Persian and 1Wrmka û the name that is given to this dome, (piease diet to the 

giossary of words). 



Each of these qualities, distinctively demonstrate a unique architectural feature of the 

North dome. Nevertheless, the arrangement ofthis form has collectively corne together based 

on a harmonious combination of the mathematical relationships of structure, structural 

mechanics underlying the p~ciples of geometry and the strategic crafts of construction. In 

this regard, the North dome is an a r c h i t d  manifold that can be M y  appreciated only if 

all its architectural features are considerd collectively and in relationship to one another. . 



Chapter 1- Historical Background 

Salj uq Architecture 

Historically, Masjid-i-Jami was mainly constructed during the perïod known as the 

Saljuq drnasty in Irari. Saljuqs were Sunni Muslims of Persüin-Turkic ori@.s, who defeated 

the fonner m h g  class, Gamavids in 1040 A.D. and then d e d  und the mid-twelfth centuy. 

The Saljuqs came to power at the t h e  when the Persian civilization d e r  four 

centuries of Islamic d e  had become intekchidy quite advanced.' It was during this era of 

leaming and knowledge when various iibraries, kitab-khmeh, herdy meaning 'abodes of 

books' were established everywhere. These braries were open to the public and therefore, 

learning was a comrnon value shared by citizens. From this there emerged a series of 

scholars, scientists, designers and artists who effbcted cmsiderable achievements in many 

fields of science and arts6 

Saljuqs were the first authority in 'Islarnic Iran' who produced a body of built work 

that was unique enough to become Icnown as a category Le. Saijuq Architecture. Until then 

the architecture ofMushs in Iran had as such no i d e n m g  fonn of its own. Instead, it was 

6 Among ail the scholars of this period we oui name three who are known worictwide. Fht ,  Nirmn uf- 
Mulk the wise minister of Salj s Sultan (MalikShah) whose name is Wntten on one of the oUigraphic 
panels in the south dome ofJaa%oque- Second AI-Gmali (1038-1 11 11, the gxeat theologias 
hiloso her and the man of great whose books are known and studied by other p t  scholars. and Paiy. 8mor Khqymn, the great pet, philosopher anci mathematician 



a combination of techniques fiom pre-Islarnic Persian architecture and ideas that were 

borrowed fiom other M u s h  lands. It was under the great empire of Saljuqs that some 

innovative features of architectural design were introduced and developed. Here we briefly 

present some of these traits. 

ArchitecturaUy, the foremost characteristic of the Saljuq buildings was a very refined 

sense of masonry, especiaily in brick structures and pattems. Although many examples of 

brick construction existed before. Saijuqs d e d  this material and its techniques to near 

perfection. They mastered techniques to employ bnck as the main materiai for coostnition 

as well as for oniamentation. The uncovered bnck was applied to display pure stnictural 

elements, whüe it was also adsticaiiy combineci with ornaments. The balanced coordination 

of structure and ornament in their brickwork lent a uniquely honest and characteristidy 

expressive perso- to th& architecture. 

Saljuq brickwork can be descriied as a combination of inspiraton and craftsnanship. 

The surviving structures of this period are a testament to the cfaftSmm and builders, whom 

with their extensive knowledge made countless geometric forms in brick. Some of these 

scecuted patterns were combined with richly inventive carved stucco and terracotta.' Others 

were elaborated foms shaping structura( elements. 

' 'Terracotta iit means 'baked earth': clay molded and Iciln-ored to make a bard compact m .  
mû for bricks, roo "Y -tiling, cladding and ornament ,.,, Sometimes it is left in its raw brownish-red, 
sometimes coloumi with paint to be distinguished h m  glazed bricks ..,, It was used in I?;iamic buildings 
incorporated in brïckwork .... It was also used in Medieval Europe where brick was the brriidiag 
material". Taken Frorn Penguin Re&enrices, Architeciure und lmdscape Architecture Dictionary, 1999. 



Another iranian invention which flourished during the Saljuq period was a technique 

to transform a square charnber into an octagon on which a dome could be placed. This 

resolution, commonly known as squinch, is cded Goshwareh &,/+A in Persian, which 

literariiy means "overtumed or transformed corner". It was a method used prior to the 

Saljuqs in han and Central Asia, but it were the Saijuqs who perfected the construction and 

raised it nom a mere solution to a problem of geornetric transition to an artistic device of high 

order. 

This invention soon became the bais for one of the most signifiant stnictural 

elements nameci Muqanu~s 4- . In later periods, the Muqamas vault system evolved to 

not only enhance structural support for squinches but also to irnpart a characteristic 

expression to them. Stmcturdy, the process of making a squinch involves mechanical 

techniques, geornetrical transformations and mathemafical aaalysis. Saljuqs, by their very 

carefid observation, were able to bring these three elememts together to achieve what codd 

genuinely be cded an "architectural alchemy". 

Builders of this period also made major contniutions to another structurai problem. 

Domed stnictures have been a unique characteristic ofPersian architecture even in pre-Islamic 

penods.' Saijuqs, however, managed to aquire mechanical efficiency in their dome usage 

that was hitherto unlaiown. Saljuq builders developed techniques that reduced the mass of 

8 Historicaii , domes were used in Persian Fire temples More Islam and they were extensively used in 
shrînes, tomL and masques architecture after Wam. 

7 



their dome, while achieving geometrically dehed outlines and pleasing proportions. By using 

mathematical and geometricai principles these builders were able to achieve their goal. (This 

idea will be discussed in great detail in the next chapter). 

The magnificence of Saljuq architechire is best exempHed by the Great Mosque of 

Isfahan, commody referred to as Masjid-i-Jami. Powemil in presence and stmcturally 

sophisticated, this is the first grand mosque established in Idahan. (Fig i. i) There exist many 

features in this building that place it uniquely, not only within the context of Persian-Islamic 

architecture of the Saljuqs, but also within the Islarnic world. This overwhelming monument 

stands as a record of over one thousands years of architecturai innovation and still continues 

to provide its original function. 

This Mosque is not purely a Saljuq's structure; however, those portions which date 

fiom Saljuq tirne are the chiefgiories ofthis monument. The original layout of this Mosque 

can be traced back to the Al-IBuyid period around 900  AD.^ This layout was based on early 

Islamic Mosque architecture, h o w n  as a hypostyle mosque of Arabic origidO This mosque 

coosined of a rectanguiar courtyard with colonnades laid on a grid pattern, around the four 

9 Based on a stuc& &ne by IsMEO (Istituto Italiano Per ïî Medio Ed Estremo Onente). under the 
supervision of Eugenio Gaidieri, 1972-1979. 
'O For derences on Arabic le mosqcles the suggested rea are as foiiows: Oleg Grabar. 'The 
Formation of T';l?imic Air; ' M a  MOSQUes" Vol& Hillenbrand" Isiamic 
ArchiteaareD; and Nader Ardaian 'Symbolism and meaning" a paper presented in Agha Khan 
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Fig. 1.1 Plan of Masjid-i-Jami in Al-i-Buyid period 



The plan of Masjid-i-Jami during the 
Saljuq period 

(Drawn by Eric Schroeder) 



sides of the main court. The construction was done with unfired mud-brick forming massive 

w d s  with a covered roof (Fig. 1-21 

During the Saljuq dynasty, after Isfàhan was selected as the Capital of Iran, the grand 

mosque of the city was built on top of the remaining structure of Buyid's  osque. l1 It seems 

that by this time much rebuilding was needed, since the o r i m  material had not nirvived and 

could no longer endure the new construction. The reconstmction of Masjid-i-Jami in the 

Saljuq period is a huniag point, considering that both the layout and the construction material 

had been modified from its original setting. The Iami Mosque that we see today is mainly the 

suMving structure fiom the Saijuq period. 

The Saljuq mosque of the 1 lth and 12th centunes is one of the first examples of a 

completdy evolved form of Persian Mosque. The plan of this mosque which dehes the 

Qibh dgi orientation is laid towards M e ,  and also is laid dong a North-South axis of 

the &y.'* The construction consists of a courtyard slirrounded by arcades and four iwam l 3  

making four rurial orientations. Each iwan carries its unique design composed of distinct 

decorative panels and Muqanias work Although the present design for each iwan is not 

purely Saljuq, the basic plan with four iwans was formalized during the Saljuq period Each 

" The situation of buildin h m  tbis pexiod is not known, however, based on the cesearch by I W O .  tt is & beiîeved thaî oniy the so em and easteni sections of the Mosque remain h m  this i h e .  
l2 The lan of Uasjid-i-Jami is laid aion with the Qiila On'enîation. The %la orientation has an angle 
of 44.7g dep with the main north-so& axïs of the city. Aithough each o the four sides of the Mosqlle 
are named in association with the main axis aiordinates of the city, the orientation of Qibia is not aligned 
with the nortti-south am.  For calcttlation of the Qi'bla orientation in Mihan ptease refer to Appenrh'x I- 
l3 iwm j & I  ka Penhntermthatintraditional a l c a r c h i t e a u r e ~ e s a n c e s e d & o n a l o n g a  
continuas waii. Usuaiiy iwan a p  as a recessed section in the middle of each of the four w d s  that 
surround a courtyard 



of the iwans is given a name. The South iwan is known as sofe-e saheb -L i.P, "the 

high space of Master"; the East iwan is called sofe-e ustud J L ~  & y  "the high space of 

Teacher"; and the West iwan is called sofe-e shagrd J$.A a, "the high space of 

Student"; and finally the North iwan is called sofe-e darvish J IJ. "the high space 

of spinhial Servant"." (Fig 1.3) 

l4 Darvish is a tenu that can not k &y iranslated in Englisb One of the 
D-sh is the person who is a spintual servant of God who is rich in heart 
bave Iittle desire for this earîhiy world and "dedicaies himself to the station 
Master". in Gunbad-i-K;hmka the word Khcvka might d e r  to the robe that DaMsh wears. 
Is It is intereshg to remark that wah the given name to each iwan there exk& a dual dationship 
between each of the two opposite pianes. Master m.. Stm, Teacher vs. Stu&nt Oae can niggesî tbat 
such a rebtionship also exkts beiween the wo domxi structures, Ioated against one another. 



There exists two domed chambers dong a "north-south" ans i.e. the Qibla orientation. One 

is located between the South iwan and the mihrab, and is known as G'rrr~b~rcr'-i-~Vi:cr~~~ [ri-:Mrlk. 

l6 The construction of the South dome was done in about 1070-1 O7 1 AD. l Ï  The south 

dome is a square room of about 16 meters (50 fi.) per side and nearly 30 meters (90 fi.) high. 

This spacious place supports a huge dome of 

about 50 teet in diameter that rests on tour tri- 

lobed squinches on each side. The squinches are 

supported by huge cylindrîcal colurnns. These 

columns were possibly constructed at an earlier 

date than the dome was constructed. The 

stmcture is surrounded by arcades and corridors 

that are covered by one of the largest variety of 

geometric patterns and brick masonry solutions of 

vaulting known to be in a single place. (Fig. 1.4) 
F i g  1.4. South dornc! in imor spxe 

Ln the opposite direction From the South dome, dong the central north-south &Usl 

there e&s another dome stmcture, smaller, yet more elegant than the south dome. This 

dome, which is the primary subject of this study, is located on the north side and is h o m  as 

I6 Nizam al-bfdk was the mininer ai ihe time during the reign of Malik Shah. 11 ho ordered the 
construction of this chamber. 
'' Since the name of a famous Salii d e r .  .I/olihh-shoh-iSo(jiq, is ÿiwribed on one of the cailignphic 

els in the dome chamber, She' d a 'B lair had narrowed the possible date of construction to 1072-93 and 
s proposeci the more specific dates of 1086-1088. Blair, Iranian Inscriptions. P 



Gimbad-i-Kharka &+ 6 or GtmbClCi-i-Khakz AL; 4 (the earthly d~rne) , '~  and is also 

known as Gunbad-i-Tuj-z~I-rnt~Ik~'~ Aesthetically, it is a magnificent work of art and is one 

of the rnost important units in the Jami Mosque. This structure is the only part of the mosque 

which has the exact date of its construction written on the rim of its dome-dated 1088 A D .  

The construction of the North Dome started one year after the South Dome." 

The construction of the North dome creates a paradox for anyone studying the Jami 

Mosque. Traditiondy, it is not common to have two distinct domed structures in one unitied 

mosque. In a layout such as the Jami mosque where a grand dome scists aligneci with Qibla 

and is closer to the Mihrab, it seems unnecessary to have another dome m e r  back on the 

opposite side of the axis2' Why was the North Dome constructed and what was its original 

hction? There exists no specific answer to these questions, however, throughout the history 

a few possibilities are speculated that suggest the fùnction of this structure. Some believe that 

this dorne was constructeci as a Liirary for the mosque. Although, the dome's location close 

to a major public entrance makes this theory a weak assumption. Some say it was a quiet 

place of meditation for either the King or the Queen. The problem with this theory is that 

normally, the seat of the d e n  are respectfully placed close to the Qibla wd, which is located 

18 Kharka+Khargd means a robe that is wom Dmish and Gunbad-i-Kharka is one of the names given 
to the North dome. Another name h t  1 d y  is given to this dome is Gunbad-i-khaghi . rneaning an egg 
fom dome. Khaghi =Khaghineh (a dish that is made wiui egg). 
19 The North dome was built on the order of Taj-ul-muik one of the rninisters of Maiek Shah, His full 
name in Persian is inscribeci on a frieze of caliigraphy around the rim of the &me, For further 
e'rplanation please d e r  to chapter iK the Geometricai Sigrufïcance of the North dome. 
" if the co&ction of the ~ ~ r t h  dome had staRed one y& afkr the South dome, then the building had 
been under construction for about seventeen years, (1071-1088 AD,) 
2 t In most of the moques of traditional Islamic architecture. the opposite side of Mihrab (QibIa waU) is 
mafked by a s m d  tower. or in some cases a Minaret, Such exam les are as follows: The Mosque of 
B a i  in Cairo; the Great Masque of knara; and c&mv&in &ez. 



at the south end of the Iami Mosque, but the North dome is on the opposite side. Also there 

is a possibility that it was used as an astronomical observation site by some great scholars. 

Despite al1 these speculations, there is no definite answer to our question. 

Stnicturally, in many architecture books the North dorne is introduced as one of the 

best rnasonry domed structures ever built? The proportions of this dome, as explained later, 

are based on the Golden ratio [(1+ J5)/2] and the dome's characteristic profile has become 

synonymous with Saljuq form. Over 900 years of historf' has proven that the structure of 

the North dome is the ody segment of the Jarni mosque that has sunived earthquakes, fires 

and civil wars with no considerable damage. It is indeed a very important monument of 

Islamic, Persian, and more specifically, Saljuq architecture. It is hoped that this study will 

rnake a contribution towards more precise undetstand'mg of this masterpiece. 

Such as papas and books written by E. SchroQr, A Pope. U. Galdieri O. Grabar. 
The conmuaion of the North dome is between 1071-88 AD.. and thezfore it gives us a toial of 929 

years sinœ the date of construction. 



Chapter 2- Structural Significance of the North Dome 

In chapter 1, important features of Saljuq architecture were introduced and the basic 

layout of the Great Mosque of Isfahan was briefly reviewed. Of this vast architectural 

complex onlv the North dome. or Gunbad-i-Kharka. is the main subject of this thesis. This 

dome. with its rich architectural formation, embodies major characteristics of the Saljuq 

architecture. In this chapter, the general layout of the North dome is described and then the 

structural characteristics of this monument are examined. 

The General Layout 

The Nonh dome has two very distinct qualities when it is approached from the 

outside, or experienced from the inside. (Fig. 2.1) Like many other forrns in Islamic 

architecture, the outside volume is relatively plain and silent, whereas, the inside space is 

extensively detailed and expressive. 
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Along a vertical section, Gunbad-i-Kharka can be divided into three major parts. (Fig. 

2.2) The first part is a square charnber, located in the lower section of this stmcture. As it is 

show in the plan (Fig 2.3), this volume is completely enclosed from the north and the West 

waiis and has openings in the south and the east walls. Of five entrances to this dome, three 

are located in the south wd and the other two 

are located in the east wall. These openings A 

connect the dome's interior space to other 

sections of the Mosque. (Fig 2.4)24 The L 
interior space of this chamber is signrfied by a 

series of arches that visualiy lift the structure 

upwards and give a lighter feeiing to the ri 
interior space. Each side of the square 

charnber is characterized by three major 

arches, wherein the rniddle arch has a wider 

span than the other two and visuaiiy 

dominates the space. (Fig 2.5) 

24 Basedon the m h  by IsMEO, it has k n  
- that these five openin have always k n  the 

ody entranas to the dorne-chamber and as a re%"th,"dther two sides (the n o 8 w a l l  and the east wall) 
have always ken completely covered with brick walls- 



Fig 2 .J. nie square diambu ofihr: Sonh domr and 

The second(midd1e) part of the stnicture is a section that stands between the lower 

square chamber and the dome itself. This section is the result of a series of geometncal 

transformations that start from a square base, then form an octagon (eight sided polygon) and 

by the time they meet the circular base of the dome, form a hexadecagon (sisteen sided 

polygon). This rniddle section is considered 'the zone of transition' which in itself is an 

innovative design. (Fig. 2 .5 )  



In the zone of transition. the octagonal volume is formed by eight large arches of 

equal profile in each plane. Four of these arches are aligned with the planes of the square 

chamber (below) and each has a ~ i n d o w  to the outside. The other four arches are located 

at 135 degree angles fonning the other four sides of the octagon. These arches Bame four 

squinch structures in each corner. These squinches are the basic structure that transform the 

square base to the circuiar dome. (Fig. 2.6 & 2.7) 

Fs 2.6. Yicw of thc Soith domc h m  thc m c  of transition IO tùc domr Fi 2.7. .ixoaumctric \ ICU. of the toac i~flransttion 

The nonh dome squinch when viewed from the front, has a trefoiled or three-lobed 

arch. The profile of the side lobes revolves around its peak with a linear base. The middle 

lobe, on the other hand. revolves 180 degrees around its peak, with two perpendicular lines 

forming ils base. The result of this arrangement is a unique stmcture that brines surfaces and 

revolved forms together in a geometrkal space. (Fip 1.8) 



Between these arches an element emerges to allow the smooth transition from the 

octagon up to the round dome. "This element is a narrow reveal or pair of plains at an angle 

of 135 degrees, determinhg the corners of the octagon"". With such an open angle, this 

element can be perceived as if it were a Bat surface. Above the great arches of the octagon 

this element expands like a flower and comes to an end at an altitude where the octagon ends 

and a hexadecagon starts. At this point, a ring of sixteen arches is repeat ed around which the 

circular n m  of the dome is placed. Eight of these smaller arches are placed on top of the 

octagon's greater arches and the other eight fili the space in between each pair. (Fig 2. Y & 2.10) 

The sarne narrow pair of planes that were revealed in the octagon are repeated again 

in the hexadecagon. This tirne a ring of sixteen pairs is repeated in between each of the 

sixteen smaller arches. Similarly, these sixteen pairs open up to define the edee of the 

hexadeqon where the nrn of the dome is placed. (Fig 2.1 I )  

25 Eric Schroeder. A smey of Persian Art. Vo1.U. Arthur Upham Pop. 1939. Pages 1000-1007 
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Structural Remarks 

The design of the North dome, more so than any of its contemporary buildings. ties 

form and stmcture harmoniously together? While it may be generally assumed that 

'stnicture Limits form', if one looks at Masjid-i-Jarni's North dome, structure opens up new 

possibilities of expression. "Beauty of form and mechanical perfection of structure are by no 

means identical terms"? But in this building these two elements are well combined in a 

perfectiy balanced form and therefore, the unity is silently achieved. On this basis there exist 

three distinct qualities in the structure of the North Dome that form the uniqueness of this 

stmcture. These structural traits are as follows: 

a) Independent Construction 

The 6rst  structural characteristic of the North Dome 

is the independence of its construction fiom the rest of the 

mosque.(Fig. 2.13) Visuaily, the North Dome is surrounded 

by a senes of arcades in the south and the esst walls. This 

structure ties with the rea of the moque at the level where 

the square chamber ends and the zone of transition starts. 

However, based on thorough research by 1sME03, this 

F@2-13. Tbemdqmdcots~af theSoi th  
domc a ihc similu 10 the smicrirri: olthc Soutb 
domt. (fmm E. G M  Ilrrfibi-lcmi. kME0 

RCK8rcIl- . l 

Of ~ntemporary examples. there are Yazd- Shrine of D;i\az&h Imam Idahan-Mausoleum of Khwja 
Sa'd Kirman-Jabal-Sang, Qzvin-Masjid-i-Haydariya. Isfahan-The South Dorne of Jami Moque. 
" APope. 'Persian Architecturen. 
511 IsMEO, 'Istitirrfo ituliano per i l  hledio ed Esrremo Oriente ", is a restoration organization from Italy. 
that worked on Mas$d-i-Jami for eight years (1971-1979) under the supe~s ion  of Eugeîno Galdieri. 
Thnx volumes of their restoration work has been published in Itlzlian and translatecl in English and 
Persian. 



comection has no effect on its structural support. The basic structure of the North Dome is 

based on a tom known as chahur-raf J L , ~  in Persian architecture. This form consists 

of a domed roof on top of a square base with four load bearing columns in each corner. This 

unique structure was originally developed in pre-Islarnic Zoroastnan fire-houses and in later 

periods, was adopted as the basic form in Islamic tornbs. The early squinch stxucnires were 

dso developed based on the structural necessities of the chah-taq formia. (Fig ? . 1 4  

l9 The word 'chohor-roq * is a Persian word Chahor ' means & and '7. ' means cover or cumcd 
ceilin . Another m W n g  for chahar-t~q ' is a rwm t h t  is built on top of four columns, Burhan-1- 
7+ g arrq. 
'' The research donc bv IsMEO show that in the nonh dome. the= esists a possibility that this structure 
kvas at one time pan of a larger wmplex in pichues taken h m  the eristing roof top. it seems thrit in the 
south and the esist the geometncal design was continued to the outside. This continued geometry is no' 
interrupted bv the roof of the sumiundhg structures. However- no trace of such structure e..astS to vcn- 
this theon.. Éven if such a structure existed, it ody confirms that the north dome is a complete structure 
unto itself that has been able to survive without attached buildings. 



b)   ma the ma tics of Proportions 

In the tloor plan, the North Dome can 

be divided accurately into three equal sections 

along the edges of the square base. By this 

division a nine square grid wiii be fonned which 

in itself has an important significance in Islamic 

geometry and rnathematics." The division of 

nine square units is such that the middle arches l 

on each side are aligned 

section, and the two srnalier 

with the middIe 

arches are aligned 

with the corner sections. (Fig. 2.15) 

The mathematical proportion of the 

F i L 1 5 .  TbcformmOiiofninesqairrpidmIhc 
North dome is more complicated in its vertical sqwe ph of tbt ~ o c t b  domt 

section. Once again, this structure can be divided into three parts. The lower part is the 

square chamber, the middle part is the zone of transition, and finaliy, the upper part is the 

dome itself. (Fig. 2-21 

19 The magic Square is a ive11 known mathematical problem t h t  is bascd on nine square gnd Also. in 
Islamic geomew the clox paclang of nine square mis is used as the base for many geometrid patterns. 
Sirnilarly. cfiis fonn has been used for the h c  leout in some of the f o m  of Islamic architecture. 
Referenm: L Berggren 'Episodes in the Mathematics of Medieval Islam". N. Ardalan 'Sense of UNp-. 
G. Haider. 'Islamic Architecture and Cities-. 



Some of the mathematical/geometricai relationships found in the North Dome are as follows:" 

1 )  Mathernatically it is proven that the total inner 

height, From the inner apex of the dome to the ground, 

is twice the length of the base. (Fig. 2-16) 

2) The total imer height is divided into two parts by 

means of the "Golden Section", whereby the srnaller 

portion of the ratio starts from the ground up to the 

line defining the beginning of the zone of tran~ition.~' 

(Fig. 2.16) 

3) The height, f?om the beginning of the zone of transition to the rirn of the dome, is halfthe 

width of the octagon. (Fig 2.17) 

30 The banc ideas on the mathematical pro rtions of the nonh dome are based on a cietaileci shidy done 
by Mr. Eric Schroeder and pubkhed in 'a Fwey of Penian Art" by Mr. Pope piblished in 1939. 
3 1 For more information on the golden ratio and how it is geomevically determinad, please see 
-4ppendix(fi)- 



4) The peak of the lower middle arch is defined 

by dividing the total height from the base to the 

peak of the octagon arch, by means of the 

"Golden Section7', leaving the bigger section of 

the ratio in the lower part The peak of the 

lower middle arch is also the centroid of a 

grand equilateral triangle, whose apex is the 

inner peak of the dome. (Fig 2.18) 

5) The peak of an octagonal arch in the zone of 

transition is deterrnined by an equilateral triangle 

whose base coincides with the side of the 

octagon, and its top vertex, if extrapolated from 

its base, wiil coincide with the peak of the 

octagonai arch. (Fig 2.19) 

6) An equilateral triangle which is set on the 

ground, with its apex at the peak of the lower 
-- 

middle arch provides the vertical axis for each of 

the lower side arches. (Fig 2-19) 

7) Along the angles of the grand equilaterai triangle a series of pardlelograms are set, with 

sides equai to a quarter of the side Iength of the triangle itself. In the lower section, the 



parallelogram determines the height of the lower 

side-arches In the upper section. the 

parallelogram determines the height of windows 

for the grand octagon's arch. (Fig. 2.20) 

the 

The general mathematical proponions of 

building are also used in some of the motifs 
I Fq 2.20 I 

of the brick decoration in the intenor space. L - - -  - -  - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - - - -  
a 1 

Forms such as triangles, lozenges, squares and pentagons3' are repeatedly appiied in different 

parts of the interior space. Thus, the brick decoration is a key to the whole system of 

geometrical adjustments and mathematicai relations of the building's structure. (Fig 2.21) 

3 2 The m i n  ntagon form is genented on the interior surface of the dome's cwaturc. 'This pentagon 
is genented ~ t w e c n  the sides of five equüaierai triangles and the produceci a m  of the re+naant angles. 
Ba& on ihepropcp of ntagon a perpendicular fiom the apex to the base is divided at its golâen 
secnon by a line joining Q(ee remining angles". E. Schmeder. 'A w e y  of Penian An". 



c) The 'Ideal Dome' Structure 

The third structural characteristic of the north dome is the result of a revolutionary 

technique that was achieved by Persian dome builders during the Saljuq period who may be 

"...... considered as the greatest masters of this noble form which the world had hitherto 

produced."" It is a large daim, but made in recognition of the fact that in the eleventh 

century, Saljuq dome builders were able to bring together mechanical techniques with 

geometrical principles that had not been achieved before. As a resuit of a balanced 

coordination between rnechanics and structures, they were able to build domed structures 

that literaiiy were "as light as possible". 

Theoretically, a iight dome stmcture challenges two srnichual factors that are of 

concern for any non-bear curved constructioa First, the mature that forms a dorne's arch 

must give maximum strength, while maintaining the Lightest stnictural form. Second, the 

structural support that upholds a dome should maintain the minimum thickness while 

containing the lateral thrust of a dome within. 

The North dome of Masjid-i-Jami is the acclairned structure of the Saljuq period. The 

generai proportions of the nonh dome, however minutely adjusted to the mathematical f o m  

are govemed by the need of construction. This building combines the pleasing mathematical 

I geometncal proponions with the lightest structural f o q  and structurally suggeas a good 

34 E. Schroeder. 'A S w e y  of Persian Art", VoI. II, Page 1008. 
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example for a perfect domed construction. " In the forthcoming discussion, the structure of 

the north dome wiii be andyticaily studied based on the theoretical 'ideal dome'.j6 

1) The traditional dome builders have always faced the challenge of constnicting 

a stable structurai support for domes. The earlier Persian domes were built on massive walls, 

relying on strength-by-weight proportions. It was not untii the Saljuq period that advanced 

computational methods were developed. Based on these methods a series of geomeaical 

d e s  were applied that wouid aiiow the builders to determine the exact thickness for load 

bearing piers. 

To determine rnaîhematically the thickness of the 

load bearing piers in the North dorne, the inner arch of the 

dome is first drawn. Then the diameter of the great circle 

of the dome is divided into two equal parts. A circle is 

drawn so that its center is on the rim of the dome (point 

4 and its diameter is the dome's great circle. From this 

circle a diameter is drawn such that at one end it meets 

35 E.Schroeder in his chapter on Wjuq architecture in"A survey of Persian Art" d e s c n i  the quality of 
the north dame as foiiows "Quite early in this riod (referring to the Saljuq period) there emerges in 
Centrai Persia a dome which a mximates wifhalmost inexphcable closeness to the 'ideai" dome which 
aiuld only be prescribed a fk r  a h c e  of mechanical science mder Newton It was a dome of aeeper 
pitch tfian any that the Roman or the Eastern worid had hitherto seenn. 

Most of the ideis pesated henz in respect to the dennition of an Ideal Dome are based on the paper 
Wn the Muthemaîïd nieov of Doms' by Mr. E.B. Denison This paper was submitted to the Royal 
fnstïtute of British Arcfiitects in 187 1. 



the dome's inner arch (point c) and at the other end cuts across the circle somewhere outside 

the dome (point e). This very point determines the thickness of the piers. In general, 

depending on the dome's curvahire, the thickness of the load bearing pier varies for each 

dome. Thus, the greater the angle of inclination the lesser the wall's thickness. (Fig. 2.22) 

Historically, a similar computational method to the Saljuq's was a method that was 

developed by European builders for Gothic churches in the twelfth century." In this method, 

to determine the thickness for the load bearing piers, instead of dividing the great circle, the 

dome's inner arch is divided into three 

parts. A semi-circle is then drawn on the 

dome's nm with a radius equal to the 

length of the "tripartite division". Based 

on this division, the required thickness for 

the load bearing piers is calculated. (Fig. 

Comparing these two methods both give the same thickness of the load bearing piers 

for semi-circular domes. Nevertheless, in case of a pointed domed, the Iranian method has 

an advantage over the European one. Whereby, the former resdts in much thinner load 

'' K Afshar Naderi. 'A structure Co tatioaal Methoci of the Sd-uq Erg, Mimar Architecture 
e, E. Schroeder. 'A survey of rsïan An". Vol.11 and B. de-n 'On the Mathemacical Theoria 

"&- 
Y 



bearing piers than the latter. (Fig 2.24) 

FÏg. 2-24. Cornparisau o f  S d j q  ind Eumpcm rncihod o f  
;umpuutioa f i  the wrlI thickoess. (Rom C; .*hu Srdcn 

"MLau KwgaUat". rchna Inn) 

2 )  In the North Dome the total Ioad of the dome and the four squinch arches are 

concentrated in each vertex of the octagon. Each venex rests on a column. thereby 

transforming the load to eight piers in the square chamber. This innovation has enabled the 

desiyers to distnbute the dome's load among specific points and reiieve the walls ofcarqing 

the total load. Where there is no load. the wall is cut and an opening is inseried. 

Aesthetically. this stmctural technique is uscd to create both a tightçr structure and enhancr 

the quality of design 

3 )  E. B. Denison has claimed a mathematical proof that a pointed dome is more 

stable than a hemispherical dome. '' Cornparine a pointed dome with a hemispherical dome. 

the ansle of inclination at each point of the arch in a pointed dome is greater than the angle 

of inclination in each hemispherical dome. In addition. the radial force towards the centre in 

31 Edmound Beckett Denison 'On the Mathematical Theop of Doms". Royal Imtitute of British 
Architccts. 157 1. 



a hemisphend dome is more than the radial 

force in the pointed dome, and therefore, FPF2.  

As a result. a hemisphencal dome has thicker 

Ioad bearing piers compared to a pointed dome. 

We know that the North dome is a pointed dome F ?>; 1 

a hemisphericai dome.(Fig. 2.26) 

4) The north dome is considered an ideal dome because the destructive lateral 

t h s t  which endangers hemispherical dornes at a point 30 or 40 degrees above the horizontal 

has been brought down much lower and closer to the drum. As a result, a strong shell is 

produced which can transmit a considerable thmst to its base. By taking the thst straight 

to the ground, the dome has always been able to survive even when confronted with massive 

earthquakes. This simple, Iogical solution is almost perfect. By this method the angle of 

inclination is placed within the recommended thickness of the w d s .  This angle is the critical 

factor for suppotting the 
ICI*. .r W. 'e 

dome's weight. As a result the 

mas is reduced to a minimum, . . . . 
. - 
. . . yet the angle is wntained 

within the load bearing piers. I 

i j i 
(Fig. 2.27 & 2. 28) i ! 

œ - . .  -. . 



5 )  The stability of a dome relies 

on the fact that its laterd t h s t  is placed 

within the drum's thickness. If the lateral 

thnist of the dome fdls outside of the d m  

the forces that are in compression wiu act in FO Ut- s - o f i w  =-b ia 1-1 
-DamedstJ'wnumP& L h n i c ~ - )  

tension and instead of holding the structure together will puil it outwards. It is suggested that 

the dmm of the ideal dome contain an inchation of 5 to 1 to meet the lateral h s t  of the 

dome. In the north dome the inchtion contained in the w d s  is 4 ?4 to 1. (Fig 2.28) 

6 )  The ideai dome will gradualy be 

iighter so that the sheil at the peak will be half as 

thick as that at the base. In the case of the North 

dome the thickness of the shefi at the peak is 

FiUt fh ir~rhombowdrcrh ic lu iar  exactly half of the thickness at the base. " (Fig. dh *ni ~ d - e -  
P-k 

2.32) 

From these technicaVstnictural eiaborations it is claimed that the structural formation 

of the North Dome has achieved theoretical near proportions and performance. In retum, the 

structural complexity of the North Dome expiains the nature and extent of innovation evolved 

throughout its constmction. 

'' B. Denison has claimeci that at the peak of the ideal dome, the thickness of the sheii must be about 1/46 
or greater, fonn the outer diameter at the base. E. Scbroeda has proven that this thicknes for the North 
dome is 1/42 of the outer diameter. and -ore, it meets the requirement of an i&ai dome structure. 



Chapter 3- Geometrical Significance of the North dome 

'Conditions are not invariable; ternis are not final. Thus the wise man 

look into space. and does not regard the small as too little. nor the grezit 

as too much; for he knows that there is no Limit to dimension-"* 

As mentioned, by the 1 I th century, the Islamic culturai life and thought had reached 

the point where it was highly advanced both aesthetically and intellectually. This 

advancement was tmly the product of the new faith (Islamic religion), whereby acquiring 

knowledge was ranked second a e r  prayer and therefore, learning was regarded as one of the 

most sacred acts for a pious Muslirn . In this respect, "nature was to be studied in her mode 

of operation and not merely in her rnanifested fom" " and various sciences and arts were to 

be admired as a means for better understanding of the universe which includes both the world 

that is known to us (alam al-shah&) ;&+!L and the one that is invisible (h al- 

ghayb) 4 1  +- 

Likewise, this unique approach influenced the attributes of architecture as much as it 

affécted other fields of science and art. In this regard, Islamic architecture became an abode 

to embody the sacred art, and Islamic geometry becarne its instrument to give it a physicd 

form. For Muslims who were irnpressed by the Pythagorean concept of space on the one 

U) Chuang Tni. ch. XViI (4th century), h m  Wrder in Spoce " by Keith Critchlow. 
" Ardaian & Bakhtiar. The Seme of Uni&", The Sufi Tradition in Rrsian Architecture. 



hand and Divine creation on the other hand, the Islamic concept of geometry was an 

instrument to  estabiish a sense of sacredness in art and ar~hitechire.~' 

On this basis, the structure of the North dome was formed using geometric order(s) in 

dxerent Ievels of construction. 

Ln the first level, geometry is incorporated to fonn the basic structure. The plan starts 

as a perfect square and dong a vertical axis, it gradudy transfomis into an octagon (eight 

sided polygon), and then into a hexadecagon (sixteen Sded polygon) until it meets the circular 

Mi of the dome. Throughout this transformation, corner squinches have developed which 

have their unique geornetric form? The geornetrical structure of the North dome, aithough 

extemdy solid and plain, intemaily mates a unique geomeaic space. This space visuaily 

provides other geometric attniutes such as symmetry, structurai baiance and hannony. 

In the second levd, the geometric order of the North dome is based on a precise 

mathematical proportion. The square base U divisiile into a close pack of nine square units, 

such that each of the arches of the square chamber are proportionaiiy aligned with this 

division. SUnilarly, in section, the main structure is carefùiiy proportioned based on the 

mathematical laws of the Golden ratio. This division has been fùrther camied out to another 

'' Geometry by its very nature resib between the world of rience and an Driven as a branch of 
mathematics, geometry is based on theoreticai science and deals with the @es and relations of lines. 
angles, .surIâces and soli&. Oeometry aIso belongs to the worId of art at#&gimtion where theses 
properties can be formed rn endless arrangements- 
13 The geornetric fonn of squinch was extenshely d i s d  in the prwious chapter. 



ievel, where foms such as an equilateral triangle, a lozenge, and a pentagon create a greater 

geornetric relationship between different sections of the structure. 

This deliberate use of mathematical relations is an attempt to create a dialogue 

between natural f o m  and man-made architecture. To a Muslirn believer, the creation of the 

world is based on the multiplication of natural phenornenon. God, who is 'One', is the 

beginning of everything and therefore, under His command creation starts From 'two' and is 

canied to inûnite numbers. The generation of numbers in mathematics is similar to the basic 

mles of creation. In this respect, numbers are closely bound to nature. Using this analogy, 

since fonn is quantifiable through mathernatics, then, geometnc f o m  are related to nature 

via the abstract language of mathematics. Based on this indirect relationship, the use of 

geometry as "the expression of personality of numbers" pennits fùrthet exploration Uito the 

process of nature? 

At the third level, the geometric forms reveal a syrnbolic rneaning beyond their physical 

application. On this basis, geometry bridges the gap between conception and perception, such 

that it transfomis an intangible idea into a tangible form. Much literature has been written in 

respect to this geometnc trait. One work in particular that is presented here corresponds 

In the heslamic philo hy, a branch of rience b o w n  as the science of numerology is developed which 
deals with the aumeri~symb0li.m of letter, Ilm al /ai' a i  + On this basis. the mation of m r l d  
or the manifestation of existence is cornpareci to the genention of numbers and therefore. numbers arc 
closely bound to nature. Geametry is &en hm mathematics Number 1 symboLizes a point 2 
spbolizes a Line, 3 symbolizes a surface, and 4 symbolhes the first solid fom which is the first 'plntonic 
solid' known as Tetrahedron. 



closely to the structure of the North dome: 

"Various geometric f o m s  have specific symbolic rneaning which relates the outward 

forms to inner meanhg and architectural utility to spintual significance. The dome, while 

creating a ceiling which protects from both heat and cold, is also the symbol of the heavenly 

vauit and its cenue the axis munu'; wiiich relates aii teveis of cosmic existence to the One. 

The octagond base [refer to the zone of transition] symbolizes the Throne and Pedestal and 

also the angelic world. The square base [corresponds] to the corporeal world on the earth. 

The vault structure [of squinch] represents reflection here below the supernatuml archetypes, 

the descent of the heavenly abode towards the earth and the cq~zsiuization of the celestial 

substance or ether in terrestrial foms ... [theses geornetric] forms create a sacred quality and 

signify realities beyond the earthly realm." *' 
Lastly, geometry serves a decorative funaion, as it covers the entire surface of the 

North dome with aestheticdy pleasing pattems. Historically, the art of decoration on the 

surface of Islamic buildings started in the early penods of the Islamic architecture. For a 

M u s h  artist, omamentation was not a mere representation of living forms, instead, it was 

a symbolic language with cosmic references. This language was expressed by means of 

geomelric pattems, arabesque forms and dligraphic panels filling the surfaces of wds, 

ceilings and sometirnes even floors. a 

45 Nasr S. H. , 'lsIamic art and Spirituaiity". Pages 49-50 

A gOOd example of the use of geometric patterns on the floor is the courtyard of Sultan Hassan Moque 
and hdrasa in Cairo. 



1) Geometric patterns: 

The main geometric patterns were created by bricks that are molded in various 

f~rms.~'  These bricks have distinct geometrical arrangements in different sections of the 

building. Sorne of the brickwork is purely decorative, while other bnckwork participates in 

the structurai stabiiity of the buiidiny. Both structurai and non-simctural bricks are 

harmoniously combined in such a way that they cannot be easily identified from each other. 

The final decorative design to the interior surface is given by carved terracotta omaments and 

plaster inlays. Both of these materials are capable of producing srnail decorative forms that 

are visudy organic to the brickwork and easily combine with it. (Fig 3.1) 

47 The brick construction is exteasive& euplaineci in the next chaptcr. 
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Geometric patterns on the interior surface of the North dome are developed from the 

repetition of a geometric form (which can be a polygon or a combination of different 

polygons) in and around a circle " In this respect, the circumference of a circle cm be 

divided into 3,4,5,6, ... equal sections and various geometnc toms can generate tiom this 

circle based on such divisions. To further explore how a geometric pattern develops by 

applying simpte geometric niles, :;vo examples of geometric patterns on the interio: sürfacc 

of the Nonh dome are presented here. In the fist example, the basic form of the geometnc 

pattern is generated from the combination of a regular hexagon (a six Rded polygon) that is 

surrounded by six triangles (three sided polygons) within a circle. Considering that this 

combination is formed within a circle it can be repeated in infinite numbers by close pack- 

of these circles. Fig 3.2a) 

closed pattern wvith infinite numbers and arnngements. 



Another geometric pattem that is presented here is created by dividing the 

circumference of a circle into ten equal sections. Based on these ten divisions a geometrk 

pattem is developed that in process foms a star-like, dodecagonal ( a ten sided polygonal) 

pattern. (Fig. 3.2b) Five of these shapes are placed adjacent to one another in such a way as to 

resemble the close packhg of pentagons (five sided polygons). Based on simi1ar division to 

what is  presented here the entire surface of the North dome is decorated with numerous 

geometric patterns. . 

In addition to the surface patterns, bnck~ork in the North dome aiso foms a series 

of calligraphie panels. Historically, calligraphy has been vastly used on the interior and 

exterior facades of Islamic buildings, particularly for the religious architecture such as 

mosques and tombs. Most of the calligraphy wntings are the selected verses From the Quran 

49 During a field trip to I s f h  in the summer of 1999. the geomeiric pattern of the interior sudace \vas 
carefiilly studied. A series of sketches h m  this trip is gathered and presented in Appendi.(iII). 



and they are used to highlight particuiar concepts. Calligraphy in this sense is a direct 

expression of the Divine; by means of its carefully orchestrated use the building virtually 

becomes "the Word of Gad"?' 

Besides its spintuai message, the Arabic calligraphy by its very nature is also well 

adapted to decorative developments. Due to its unique writing p~ciples .  it is compatible 

with the geornetnc patterns. " Arabic letters are formed based on the combination of 

verticals and horizontals in a conthuous design and so lend themselves to abstract decoration. 

"The verticals provide structure and rhythm, the horizontals impart balance and continuity. 

woreover], the necessity of joining certain letters promotes the tendency towards the 

creation of complex tracenes". 52 (Fig 3.3 ) 

50 E.Dood & S.KhWah.  "The Image of the Word". Vol. 1 and II. 198 1. 
" A good Arabic wrioiig can resemble a good architedurai work The following quote describes a 
balanœd caiiigraphic work: 

t scribe was asked: 'When is writing worthy to be calleci kaunfui?' He re lied: 'Lf its prts are 
:k&&onioned and its al# (etpident to leâter 'a ' ) and la* ( ~ v a l e n t  to f' etter ' I  ' ) are long: its 
liws are Naight and the descending w k e s  baiaxe the ascenduig. its qvns (equivalent to letter 'a  ' or 
'e ' ) are open and its ras (equivaient to letter 'r ' ) do not resemble its nuns (@valent to letter ' n  3: the 
papa is Lustrous, the ink dense. and its hpe does not varv: it is ready of visuai apprehension and menmi 
comprehension; its ces are m e d  its comectives are contracted. and its fine script is in roportion 
to its hW scriptm % 'The Survey of Persian Art". Calligraphr, An Outline Kistoxy. Page p710. 
'' AU. Pope. 'Calligraphy. An hidine Hinoq. A sumy of Persian An-. 



The very structure of Arabic cdligraphy also provides a cosrnological symbolism 

based on the composition of horizontal and vertical strokes. "The verticals. like the warp of 

a carpet. provide an ontologicai relationship as well as structure for design, while the 

horizontais, like the weft, correspond to the creation that develops the balance and flow of 

the basic conception. It is through the harmonious weaving of the horizontal and the vertical 

that unity is a~hieved."'~ 

The styles of Arabic calligraphy have been modified throughout tirne, however, the 

basic principles have remained practicaiiy unchanged. The calligraphic style that is used for 

the North dome is known as Kufic. This style is one of the first Arabic scripts that was 

developed by Muslims during the early penods of ~slarn.~' Compared to other styles, Kufic 

calligrap hy has a unique geometry and proportions and therefore, can be composed in various 

scdes and be adjusted with geornetnc patterns. 

Ln the North dome of Masjid-i-Jarni, 

four traceries ofKufic cdigraphy are appiied 

in different sections. One calligraphic panel 

is located beneath the main arch-entrance of 

the south wall. (Fig. 3.4) 

" Two other Arabic styles are identifieci before Kufic. and are known as Madani and Makki. Each of 
these wo have suMved for a short time and were dmloped to the Kdïc style. 



The script of this panel is translated as follows: 

'In the Name of God, Moa Gracious, Most Mercifûl- Say: "O Allah! Lord of 
Power, Thou gvest Power to whom Thou pleasest, and Thou strippest off power 
fiom whom Thou pleasest. Thou enduest with honour whom Thou pleasest and Thou 
bringest low whom Thou pleasest. in Thy band is all G d .  Verily over al1 things 
Thou hast power. Thou causest the ni& to gain on the day and Thou caused the day 
to gain on the night. Thou bringest the living out of the dead and Thou bringest the 
dead out of the Living and Thou givest nistenance to whom ïhou pleasest without 

The second writing is a fneze of 

calligraphy around the rim of the dome. This 

writing starts somewhere around the south-west 

area of the rim and continues counter clockwise 

around the nm of the dome. (Fig. 3.5) The 

calligraphy of this section is nanslated as follows: 

in the Name of Gd, Most Gracious, Most Mercifiil- Your Guardian Lord is Allah, 
Who created the heavens and the earth in six days, then He seüied Himself on the 
Throue. He draweth the night as a veil over the &y, each seeking the other in rapid 
succession and the sun, the moon and the stars aii are subservient by His command. 
Verily, His are the Creation and the command Blesseci. Be Ailah, the cherisher and 
sustainer of the worlds . . . . . . . "(754) 

5s Al1 the Quramc translations are taken from Yusuf Ali's translation of Thc Holy Q u m  1 Y 3 9 
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The writing continues by inscribing the name of Tàj-zd-Mdk who was one of the 

rninisters of Malek-Shah-i-Saljuq and the patron of the North dorne."j The text ends bv 

indicating the constniction date. This text is translated as following: 

. . . .Who ordered to build diis dome is Abu-Ghana 'em al-marzban ibn-i-khusro Fi- 

may God seal for him wrth blessings. in the month of the year 48 l (A.H.). 

Beneath the rim of the dome, another set of calligraphie writing appears where it a s  

the surface of the hexadecagon. In this section, each edge of the hexadecagon is divided into 

two parts such that an arch fonn is placed in the middle. (Fig. 3.6) 

56 Despite the cornmon use of Arabic names in the court of Saljuq's. Taj-d-Mt& has used his fulI Persiiui 
name on the script of the North dome calligraphy. nie reason is not known 
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This division creates 32 small panels upon each of which a piece of writing is placed. 

The writing of this section are 32, Asthma-ui-Hl<sria ', "beautifid narnes" of God . '- which 

are of speciai significance in Islam because of their meaning as well as the grace associated 

with their presence and invocation. The 32 names of God inscribed in the hexadecagonal 

waiis of the North dome are as follows: 

He is the Most High, 

He is the Self-Sufficient, 

He is the Truth, 

He is the Gracious, 

He is the Sovereign, 

He is the Source of Peace, 

He is the OveraLi Controller, 

He is the Generous, 

He is die Creator, 

He is the Singie, 

He is die Eternal Cause of Al1 Being, 

He is the Fir* 

He is the Tnrthfiil, 

He is the Aware, 

He is the Ali-Seeing, 

He is the Able, 

He is the Sacreù, 

He is the Wise, 

He is the God, 

He is the Glorious, 

He is the Ever Living, 

He is the Giver of Fanh, 

He is the Almighty, 

He is the Saviour, 

He is the Everlasting, 

He is the One Who Shapes, 

He is the One, 

He is the Last, 

He is the Assister, 

He is the Forgiving, 

He is the Sublime? 

He is the Supreme, 

57 in Islamic reii 'on. ninety-nine names are God's attributions. thiny-two of rhich are written on the 
hexadecagon &ce of the North dome. One cannot hclp wondering about the criteria that led to the 
selection of these in cornparison with si..seven other names. 



The last caiiigraphic work is written in the lower section of eight corner arches of the 

Square charnber. The writing for this section nms fiom the south-west corner. Each arch 

contains a segment of the verse and then it is carried to the next arch. Fig 3. f )  This process 

continues until the verse is completed. 

The following verses are written on this section: 

" In the Name of God, Most Gracious, Most Mercinil- Establish regular prayen 
at the sun's dechue tdi the darkness of the night and the recital of Quran m 
momhg prayer for the recital of dawn is messec i .  And as for the night keep 
awake a part of it as an adchonal prayer for the, smn will thy Lord raise thee to 
a station of praise and glory". (1 7:78 and 1 7:79)5g 

" It is important to note ihat these verses and the beautifid names of God arc carefùiiy selected for ihis 
monument, On one hand the chine omni tence and humm highest Ievel of submission are cieariy 
emphasized. On the other haad some of selected verses convey a ~ o n g  aismolo -cal rcference to the 
creation of the universe and the inter-play of day and night. Aithough the choie of %s selection i. not 
hown. one c w o t  de- the cornpatibility of the selection of these verses with such powerfiil architectural 
form. 



Chapter 4- Construction of the North Dome 

Up to this point, the North dome of Masjid-i-Jami has been studied from three 

different perspectives. First, the North dome was placed within the context of history and its 

formation was examined against the architectural traits of the Saljuq period. Second, the 

structural characteristics of this dome were studied and third, the geometric attributes of the 

North dome were explored. Although, each ofthese characteristics distinctively dernonstrates 

a unique architectural feature on their own, collectively, the dome's arrangement must be 

studied tiom a fourth perspective, that is its method of construction, where the outlooks 

mentioned will corne together. Constmction is determineci by the constraints of history, 

structure of the building and its intricate geometry. 

The construction of the North dome is directly related to the building methods that 

were used by Saljuq builders. Thus, to understand the techniques applied to this dome, it is 

necessary to look into the consmiction methods fkom this period. [t is important to state that 

the information about the traditionai construction of Islamic architecture in general and that 

of the Saljuqs in particular has not been documented wel  and is not available. There exist 

few studies that go beyond illustrating geometrical rules to actually describing constmction 

methods. 

As a result, the information available for this research is limited to a few sources; 



a) Excavation and restoration work done on Masjid-i-Jarni by IsMEO between 197 1 - 

1979. 

b) Techniques that have been camied out by generations of craftsmen and builders and 

that are still in use by local builders. 

c) Personal observations during a field trip to Idahan in 1999. 

The study of construction strategies that is presented here is only a hypothesis based 

on the limited sources mentioned. This chapter speculates on the construction order of the 

North dome to develop some kind of comprehensive understanding of how this structure was 

built. In this process a series of construction techniques will be proposeci. B a d  on these 

techniques we aùn to re-establish a fiamework that could have evolved during the 

construction of the No& dorne. We also look into tools applied to achieve the exact 

meaSuTements for such well proportioned geometncal forms. i.e. how the geometry of 

pentagons and stars were laid on the interior d a c e  of the dome's cwature. 

The Construction Materials 

As mentioned, brick was an accepted building material for most of the Saljuq 

architecture. Bumt clay brick originated in Persia in the third rnillennium B.C." When 

Persian craftsmen first used brick, new possibilities of construction were discovered and soon 

" I \ r t h r q U p  POE Tersian Architecture" and Hossain Zomors~di, sTraditional Construction 
Matenai rn man hitecturen 
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the builders had good reasons to prefer bnck over other materials. 

The advantages of brick were obvious and substantid. In comparison with Stone, 

bnck was less expensive and in comparison with wood more enduring. More irnportantly, 

considering that arid and hot clirnate covers major parts ofthe region under the shidy, bnck 

is most abundant. Brick also ailows rapid construction. Because of its superior "elasticity", 

it is capable of formuig in different ways. "This elasticity is a necessaq consequence of the 

srnallness of the units of composition which perrnits adjustments hdividually minute and 

invisible7 but cumuiatively demonstrative and emphatic.'*' Structurdy, each brick unit 

demonstrates physicai forces and aesthdcally, it can be molded in different forms. Brick with 

its unique quaiities opened a field of exploration for Persian builders for many centuries. 

Although brick had been used for centuries bdore the Saljuqs, with Saljuq architeas 

brickwork was carried to unprecedented perfection both aesthetically and constnictionally. 

The builders of the Saijuq era explored the possibilities of applying brick in a "pure style" in 

such a way as to exclude all other major materials of constmction. Brick was used both as 

the stnictilre for buildings as weU as omamentations. By this application, they explored fuUy 

60 The œntral part of Iran to the east is al1 dry and has an arid climate (Mahan mgra h i d y  is Iouted 
in cenaal km). Towards the south, the weather emgresss to a more humid an% hot &nate. Along the 
Caspian Sea tonards the north, is the only area mth moderate climate and therefore, there exïsts 
numemus trees and plants in this region As a result of an expandeci hot and arid climate, most of the 
Iand is cwered with different types of earth and sanci In this respect, the essential material for maicing 
brick is easiiy available to the builciers of this region. 
'' Scheder, 'a Survey of Penian Art". the architecture of Saljuq p e n d  APope, 1939. 



all aspects of this material. The North dorne of Xlasjid-i-Jami is a prime esample of esposed 

brichxork and brick construction during the Saljuq era. Were the beauty of the esposed 

form is supreme and the omament one with the substance of the structure and inherent in the 

materia1"6' (Fig. 4.1) 

In the Nonh dome two sires of brick are used. The interior of the dome consist of 

bricks 8-Y-I S 8-34 x 1-112 inches (22 x 22 Y 4 - 4.5 cm). On the extenor of the Xonh dome 

bricks are 3-;/4 x 9 2 inches (22 X 23 'C 4.75 - 5.25 cm). 

In traditional architecture of Iran. the brick was made by combining about 75 clay 

with 15 9 0  sof sand. Then it was mixed with water to create the unbaked brick composite. 

This composite was then poured into a wooden moid of desired dimensions and after it had 

dried rnough to contain the form, it was heated for about twenty days 03 .  (Fis. 4.2) The 

62 ibid 
" The traditional brick-kilns mre heated UQ to 900 degree Celsius. Dependhg on the nurnber of briclis 
that werc frred rit the srimc time, the brick-laln wris  heated constantly from seventeen to twenty one &us . 
Hossain Zomorshidi, Iranian .4rchitecrure, Traditionni Constrtiction Jfateriul". Page 34. 



traditional brick-kilns were usuaily built under the ground or on the ground leveLH Heavy 

timbers w x e  used as fuel for these kilns and unbaked bricks were placed in kilns at different 

levels. 

Fq4.2. W & t m k ( F a m K Z a n r n h i d i " T n d a i o o r l ~ M i t a b b  mInnœ.1999.) 

M e r  the brick was baked it would turn different colours depending on where it was 

placed in the brick-kiln. The first layer of brick exposed to the direct heat would turn green." 

The next layer of brick wodd be green-yeiiow. The third layer would be yeuow; the fourth 

layer red-puik, and finally some bricks would rernain half-baked. The green brick was used 

for the main structurai support and floors of buildings. The green-yeilow brick was used for 

wds and panels that could hold the load to some extent. The red-pink brick was used for 

wds with no effective load-bearing structure, and h d y ,  haKbaked bricks were re-heaîed 

This approach shows that the Saljuq builders did not oniy mold bricks in vanous Szes 

and forms, but also used them selective!~ according to their respective structural strength 

needed in different sections of the buildings. M e r  the brick was made, other tools were used 

to cut and shape each brick unit. Tools such as chisels and sanders were used to enhance the 

smoothness and give the desired fom to each brick unit. Wooden triangles and other tools 

A drawing of brick-kiin is showa in Appendix (IV). 
65 These mlom are not obviousiy pure colours. i.c. the green is not pure green it is a of 
brownish green colour. 



were applied to measure and scour bricks. (Fig 4.3) Using 

this process, the builders were able to form and combine 

different shapes of bnck in various sections of buildings. 

Bricks used in the North dome illustrate aU the 

techniques mentioned. The h a 1  touch to the interior 

surface of the bnck structure was given by using 

terracotta and white plaster. These two elements were 

subtly used to add more design and elaboration where the 

brick could no longer do the job. "Terrawtta is clay 

either modeiied or rnoulded and baked. This material has been used tiorn the end of the tenth 

cenhiry either as sections or plaques or as a subsidiary filling and enrichment in a brick or 

shicco f k u n e ~ o r k . ' ~  In the North dome terracotta is used on diEerent SUffàces with 

numerous geornetrical patterns. This rnaterial offered severai advantages to the design. 

Being approxhnately the same colour and texture as brick, tamotta harmonized wel where 

the bnck was not surfaced. The carved terracotta fillings inserted in the geometncal 

frameworks gave a nch texture to the whole interior space of the North dome. (Fïg 4.4) 

Besides terracotta, plaster was also applied in some sections of the design. Along 

architectural Iines, in the space between bricks, plaster was appiied using fhely carved and 

66 E.Schroeder. 'A sutvey of Persian Art", Saijuq Perïod 
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embedded patterns to both accentuate the design detail and to hold the brick together. (Fig. 

The General Construction Layout 

The construction of the North dome is an interweaving of various brick forms in a 

harmonious s-. From the base to the dome's top, from the imer surface to the exposed 

form outside, layers ofbrick are put next to one another in different directions to eaablish this 

form. Aithough visudy the brickwork is unified, it structuraily plays different roles in each 

section. In some pans where the structural load is concentrated, the brick of higher quality 



is used in higher density. Where the construction is iighter, the brick is applied with more 

elaboration and detaii. Also, the brickwork on the dome's imer surface is srnaller and uses 

more design vwieties, whereas on the exterior surface the bnckwork is laid using a much 

simpler design. 

The construction starts by d e k g  the locations of the structural foundations on the 

ground. Based on the excavation work by ISMEO, moa of the structurai foundation in 

various parts of Masjid-i-lami is buned about one meta below gr~und.~' Because the dome's 

structure starts from a square base, the main structural load is concentrated on 12 Ioad 

bearing piers, four of which are Iocated at each corner of the square, formîng heavy pien of 

approximately 2.5 X 2.5 meters. The other eight stmctural supports are piers ( 1.5 X 2 

meters), that in pairs are situated between the corner points. Fig. 4.6) 

67 Two issues need to be discussed here. Fim the foun&tion depth mentioned is not iftc to ihc Nonh 
dome and it is not cenain Y 100 cm Foundation depth is tniI,y a licable for the North z c .  Second 
during a series of excavation work by ISMEO. it is also showngt  the exact original floor of the Mosque 
is not d e h d  however. in case of the North dome. it seems cenain that the euning ground floor is the 
samc as the original. 



After 6lling the structural foundation, the next challenge for the traditional builders 

was to achieve the desired geornetrical accuracy for the fom. To this end. as the structure 

grows, a set of wooden scaffolds are applied in the desired locations to both enable the 

builders to reach the higher levels of constmction and also provide the main geornetncal 

guideline for the work. The end of these bearns were placed inside the stnicture and 

therefore, the bnckwork was laid around them. (Fig. 4.7) 

The wooden bearns were stretched dong the vertices of the oaagon at eight points 

at each level. The distance between any two levels was about 80 inches. This height was 

cornfortable enough for an average person of 70 inches height to stand. These levels were 

carried up to the point where the dome ends. Besides the wooden scaffolds that were 

assernbled for the main conaruction, the builden also used other poles and beams in different 

sections of design to constnict other geometrical forms such as squinches, arches and dome. 

At the end of the construction these beams were cut fiom the structure, leaving a segment 

inside. (Fig 4.7) Even today, some of these wooden pegs are d l  clearly visible in different 



sections of the structure. It has been said that the builders kept these wooden pieces inside 

since it prevented the breakage of the bnck due to pressure fiom the upper layer. As a result. 

the wooden pegs act like a cushion in reducing pressure and protecting lower sections. 

Now that the generai consmiction strategy has been introduced, we c m  look at the 

structure of the three main parts of the dome we used in exploring its structure and geometry: 

the square base, the zone of transition and the dome. Based on this division, the construction 

techniques and bnckwork in each section will be further examuied. " 

The Construction Iayout for the Square Chamber 

Above the ground levei, the k s t  layers of structural bnck is laid over the load bearing 

piers. This bnckwork is carrieci harmoniously around the square base to a height of about 

100 cm. The bnck~ork in this section has a much simpler layout comparecl to the rest of the 

structure. As the structure proceeds in successive zones, the bnckwork embodies more 

daring elaboration and design detail. The foliowing drawings show the construction of the 

bnckwork in the lower section of the square chamber. (Fig 4.8) 

68 Golarn-Hossain Mimarian rurved Structures in Islamic .-khitcrcture of han". 
69 It is naessary to mention that chis division by no means indiates the independe- of connntction for 
=ch part- The North dome construction is a unified and continuous structure and the construction of =ch 
section is dependent on the rest of the setting. 



From this 

zone of transition 

level up to the edge where the 

begins, each w d  of the Square 

chamber is divided into three deeply recessed 

panels. Each panels is strongly dehed by an arch 
F~49aThcbwerrcer ionof tbc~chtmkr 

in its centre. The middle panel is wider and has a 

larger arch. The side panels, however, are smaller - - 7  - -  
+ - - . . . .- - . .-- . . _* - -  - 

> - I - -  . . 

and each holds two srnalier arches. As mentioned, 
1 

the entrantes to the domed chamber are punctured 

through five of the arches dong the south and the 

east walls. Where no openings exist these waüs are 

fiiled with brickwork design?' (Fig. 4.9 1 2.4) 

In addition to the arches, the recessed panels are a h  defined by clusters of slender 

lu e g e o m y  and bridcwork of these panels are explored in cieraü in chapter IV on 'The Geomevical 
SiPnificance O the North Domen. 



columns that are formed above the load bearing piers. These columns stand in between the 

recessed panels and dong with the arches visually raise the square chamber tu the successive 

zones. Both the arches and the round columns participate as the stnictural support and 

omarnentation. In the forthcuming discussion the construction technique(s) for each of these 

elements will be studied. 

a) brick constmctioo for arches 

Tradïtiody, two techniques were commonly used for 

the construction of brick arches. In the fira technique, the arch 

form is first plaster molded in the desired curvature. Then this 

plaster cast is used as  a guideline to lay brick units as they follow 

the intenor curvature of the arch. In this rnethod bricks are laid 

such that the wider face of the brick is parailel to the arch and 
F ~ 4 . t O r  Fdanmm&œnraod(Borh 
~ m e ~ " ï ô a D a a e d ~ m  

therefore, has lower structural efficiency (stability and Strength). m-=g"J'G 
* )  

(Fig. 4. IO) 

The second technique is more complicated than the fist 

and has more structural stability. Using this method, two sets 

of arch f o m  are made with the desirable curvahire and then are 

placed pardel to each other over the base. Then layers ofbtick 

frll the space between these two arches. The construction starts 
' 

kom haunch of the arch and moves to the crown The bricks 
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are laid such that their wider surface is perpendicular to the arch form, and therefore, this 

technique leads to higher stmctural efficiency (stability and strenph)? (Fig 4-10) 

In the square chamber of the North dome, the three arch forms are constructed with 

sirnilar principles as the two techniques mentioned. However. with respect to the complexities 

of their brickwork, these techniques are skillfully adjusted to suit more advanced arch design. 

The constmction method for each of the three arches is as follows: 

The first arch form is located in the lower section of the two smaiier panels on each 

wall. The consuÿction of this arch empioys the second technique we have mentioned. In this 

case a single brick is laid dong the arch curvature. Similar to the second method, the 

construction starts nom the lowest section of the arch and moves to the higher sections up 

to the point where the 1st  two bricks meet. At this point the h a i  brick is shaped so that it 

perfectly defines the peak point of the arch. 

' h l m r r p w w  A 

(Fig. 4.11) 

'' Golam-Hossain Mimarian "Cwed Struaures in Islamic Architecture of Iran". 
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The second arch form is located in the upper section of the two smaller panels on each 

wall. This arch has more elaborated brickwork than the first arch and constmctively combines 

both techniques mentioned. h sugsested process of construction is as follows: Using the 

first technique. bricks fil1 the outer diameter of the arch. Then the second technique is applied 

to fil1 the inner diarneter of the arch with bricks. In the imer part bricks are smaller and are 

cornbineci ir ith unique reomerric cornposirion. c ~ i g .  4. i 2 

The third arch form is located in the middle panel on each wall which has a wider span 

compared to the other two arches. The span of each arch in the middle panel is about 300 

cm. The rnost intncate arch form of this set is the arch gate that is placed on the centre of the 

south wail. As s h o w  in (Fig. 4.13). this arch has a deep recess of about 90 cm and is filled 

with both geometncal brick patterns and calligraphie work. 



In this section, a possible construction technique for the arch that is located in the 

central panel of the south wall, is discussed. Considering the deep recess of this arch. the 

constniction starts fiom the central section and moves to the outer layers in both directions 

until it meets the exterior layer of brick on the surface. Using the second technique. two 

wooden or plaster arch molds are placed about 30 cm apart. Then a set of brick units fills the 

space in-between. The brick units are carefùlly made and are placed with defined geometrical 

patterns in both directions. Since the span of the arch is reasonably wide, two poles are 

placed in critical stmctural locations to support the structure during construction. Mer the 

rniddle section is Wed with brick the constniction is carrieci to the sides foiiowing the same 

technique. Once the main structural bricks of the arch are placed, the extenor surface is 

covered with decorative brickwork forming a calligraphie panel with geometrical design. (Fig. 

S. 14) 



b) brick construction on columns 

The round, clustered columns on the sides of the recessed panels are one of the most 

appealing elements in this chamber. The slender and narrow form of these columns visually 

iifts the structure upwards. These columns start above the lower section of the load-bearing 

piers and cover the intenor facade of the load-bearing structure right up to the point where 

the zone of tmnsition begins. (Fig 4.15) As shown Ui the plan Vig. 4.16), each ofthese wlurnns 

is attached to the rest of the structure behind such that ody a portion of their round fonn is 

visible. The brickwork behind each column is stnichiral and therefore, is part of the load- 

bearing structure that cmies the load fiom the upper sections to the ground. The following 

diagram shows how the brickwork behind each colurnn is interlocked to enhance the stabfity 

of the structure. qig 4.17) 



Based on a carefùl observation, the bnckwork in the Square charnber of the North dome cm 

be classified in four different categories: 

1)  The fira bnckwork is the main structural brick used for the load bearing piers (12 

locations in plan) that carries the load from the structures above (i.e. the zone of transition 

and the dome) to the ground. 

2) The second brickwork covers the surfaces of wall panels and arch foms on dl four sides 

of the square chamber. This brickwork carries a reasonable load and geometrically has 

different patterns on each wall. 

3)  The third brickwork forms the round columns that covers the front facade above the load 

bearing piers. These columns are more a geometric outcome and are not to be considered as 

one of the main structural supports for the building. 

4) The last set of bnckwork appears at the level of the calligraphy panels. In this section, 

brickwork has more of a decorative funaion than a structurai suppon. 

The Construction Layout for the Zone of Transition 

Previously, the complete fom of the zone of transition with 

its unique structurai characteristics was discussed. The main element 

of this section was introduced as the squinch structure, located in 

each of the four corners of the octagon. (fig 4-18} The squinch is an 



important structural element that stands between the square base and the circular rim of the 

dome. In this section an attempt is made to explore the construction of the squinch stmcture 

Geornetw: First, it is important to understand the geometrical components of this 

form. Conceptudly, the squinch structure is an eiaborated form carved-out from a triangular 

base pnsm that sits on each of the four corner of the square base. (Fig. 4.19) Each pnsm can 

be divided vertically into two sections. In the lower section, the edges dong the comer of 

the square base are elevated to a certain height and they form four smaü arches on the intenor 

surface. (Fig. 4.20) From the outside, the lower section of the pnsm defines the edge where 

the square base ends and the octagonal form begins. (Fig 4.21) 



In the upper section of the prism, the perpendicular plains from the lower section 

gradually merge until they meet in a line on top. Ln this process, a series of trefoil lobes are 

formed such that each reduces the surface by transforming a line to a point and creating a 

curved form in space. The geometrical analysis of this transformation is shown in the 

following diagram. (Fig 4.12) 

Construction: Based on this geometricai transformation the construction of the squinch starts 

from the corners of the square base. The construction continues verticaiiy up to the point 

where the trefoiled forms begin. At this point the bricks are placed such that as they move 

upwards they also form a curved surface towards the interior. On this bais the construction 

continues until the squinch form is wmpleted and as a result, the two perpendicular planes 

of the square base are transformed dong a vertical axis to a plane O f the octagon. (Fig. 1.23) 



M e r  the main structural brickwork is completed, the interior surface is covered with 

a layer of elaborated brickwork combined with plaster inlays and brick plugs. In this process. 

each of the brick units are finely cut and shaped in their unique fom and are placed in their 

specific location. (Fig. 4.24) On the lower section of the squinch, the bnckwork is finely 

elaborated with small hexagonal columns and arches. On the upper section, the trefoiled 

lobes are fiamed with a hdf arch brickwork and then they are filled with brick pattern on the 

cumed surface. ( ~ g  4.25 & 4.26) 

Fs 436. S M  of the brick 
purcrmontbcrridraofrqoiacb 

The final geometrical form is an arch that stands on the intenor facade framing the 

squinch structure. This arch sits at the edge on the corner of the square base at a 45 degree 

angle, where it defines the interior surface of the octagon. A brick unit lying on the same 

angle of the arch conneas the lowest section of the arch to the base whiie it stresses the 

angular transformation with a subtle design element. (Fig. 4.27) 

F I  4.2% Corsa ofthe Iqrrinch Fw 4.27~ Sketch of tbc LqPiDEh - 
with brick mit W i d l b t i c k p r ~  



The Construction Strategy for the Dome Structure 

The construction of the dome starts above the zone of transition. The dorne structure 

sits on a circular drum with a diameter of 14 meters and a total hright of 7.5 rneters. 

Although this dome is not volumetrically a large structure. it has a unique geometric design 

on the interior surface that captures the eyes of visitors as they walk into the space. (Fig. 4.28) 

In this respect, two issues are discussed here in relation to the construction of the 

dome. One is the method of construction for the structure ofthe dome and the other is the 

possible method of construction for the magniticent brick design on the imer surface. 

1) In traditional Islamic architecture dorne structures are classitied in various categories." 

In Ishmic architecture of Irm we c m  enenlly classi6 domed stnicturc in four different categories. 
Single shell dome: double sheil dome ( t k s  ~ p e  of dorned connruction cornes in \miou f o m ) :  ribbed 
structure dome: and triple shell dome. Golam-Nossain Jlimarrnn rtrnmf Sfructtrres in Islamic 
-4rchitecture 01-lran ". 



Dependiig on the size, shape, materials and also the advancement of techniques, the domed 

construction is performed differently. The North dome of Masjid-i-Jami is one of the earliea 

types of domed structures and is known as a 'single-sheU dome'. Traditionaily, the brick 

setting for this type of dome is based on two different construction techniques. ui the first 

technique the bricks are laid parde1 with the horizontal surface. In the second method, the 

bricks are laid at an angle that leans towards the centre of the dome's circular base. (Fig. 4.29) 

Two layers of brick are employed for the construction of the sheli of the dome. The 

brick on the exterior sheU is laid based on the first method, and the brickwork on the interior 

sheU incorporates the second method of construction. (Fig 4.30) 



Technicaliy, the construction starts f?om the drum, which is the base of the dome. As 

the structure rises, each circular section reduces untii the peak of the dome, where the brick 

structure merges to one point. To achieve the exact curvature for the dome, the skilied Saljuq 

builders did not use ternplates. uistead, the following technique was ingeniously applied: 

First a wooden pole was placed verticdy in the centre of the square room, such that 

at the ground it was fked to the centre of the square room, and at the other end it was 

aiigned with the peak of the dome. This pole was fastened and çupported by a series of 

wooden beams to the corners ofthe structure in diffkrent sections. Two points were carefully 

selected on this pole, suc6 that they were the focal point for an eiiiptical curvature that 

geometridy formed the interior suntàce of the dome. These two points were marked on the 

pole with a chain cumecting the two. The lerigth of the cham, which is the sum total of the 

"focal radii" of the ellipse, is such that it perfèctiy sits on each point of the dome's interior 

d a c e  when £Ùüy extended. (Fig 4.3 1) Using this chain the bdders were able to place each 

brick unit at its proper location dong the eiiipticai CuNature of the dome. 



2) M e r  finishg the exterior brick construction, the second layer of bnckwork was placed 

on the interior surface. The imer surface has a beautifil star-like geometrical design that 

generates Eom the rotation of a curved triangle five times around the peak of the dome. (Fig. 

4.32) In this process, five triangles are formed so that each is interlocked to the neighbouring 

fom. From the intersection of the five triangles a series of curved pentagons and lozenge 

forms are generated that al1 together form an appealing geometric design on the dome's 

interior surface. 

~clbsgeaMaqoa~fkfihtaabyOht-)  

Constructively, this intncate geometry is one of the most chaiîenging sections of the 

brickwork in the North dome. On this basis, we are wnfromed with questions such as how 

this geornetric pattern was constmctively formed. How was the brickwork technicdy laid 

on the interior surface of the dome? Lastly, was this geometric pattern effective for the 

structurai stabtlity of the dome? 

Pnor to answering these questions, it is important to understand the geometric 



formation of the dome's interior surface pattern. Conceptuaily, this form starts with two 

paral1el diagonal cuts on the dome's curved surface. As a result of this imaginary cut, two 

pardel eiliptical lines are generated on the dome's cwature. Ifthese two eihptical lines are 

rotated five times around the rim of the dome, we can see the geornetric pattern that foms 

the interior surface of the dome. (Fig 4-33) 

Based on the foregoing description, two construction methods are suggested as to 

how this geometncal pattern is laid on the surface of the dome. Using the e s t  method, 

assuming that the geometncal curvahire of the dome was known, the builders could then 

preçisely calculate the mathematicai properties for each of the two efipticai lines. Based on 

this calculation, every point on these w e d  lhes wdd be easily identifieci in relation to the 

dome's peak point (centre) and its circular base (similar to knitting a jacket with pattern 

assigned for each hot). On this basis, during construction the builders knew what pattern 

and geornetry each brick had, in relation to its specific location on the cunrature of the dome. 



In the second techrique, the builders could have easily pro~ected a two dimensional 

pentagonal star pattem on the floor and then by using a traditionai tool. a plumb attached to 

a rope, known as Shagod in Persian, project the pattem above to the three dimensional 

surface of the dome. 

Based on either of these methods, the builders could identify the main curved lines on 

the interior surface of the dome. M e r  these lines were defined, the rest of the geometry 

entailed füling the space between them and giving a unique geometnc pattern to each se-ment 

of the curved surface. The bnckwork on the dome's interior sunace is cleariy distinguishable 

from the elliptical curved lines and the curved surfaces between these lines. (Fig. 4.34) 



As explained earlier, the dome structure consists of two layers of brickwork. One 

layer covers the exterior of the dome and the second layer covers the interior surface. It is 

debatable whether the brick design of the interior surface has any structural role to play in the 

mechanics of the dome or if it is oniy used as the intenor decoration. Here we propose that 

the second layer of brick undoubtedly reinforces the structure. However, the brick's 

geometnc pattern has no effect on the structural stability of the dome and it only serves as 

omarnentation for the interior surface of the dome. 



Conclusion 

The North dome of Masj id- i -  of Isfahan, powerfd in presence, quietly occupies 

one of the most secluded areas of the moque. In ts dent presence, it narrates a story about 

an architecture that modestiy glodies both its creators, and in tum, their Creator. This 

architecture is shaped by artisWarcbitects who are oot oniy 'builders', but also 'beliwers', 

constructing a building that spintudy serves as a bouse for God. Mthough its exact 

architectural hction is unknown to us (other than the fact that it is part of the Jami Moque), 

its intektual, artistic and spiritual message is clearIy readable in each of its design f'eatures. 

In its structurai design, by employing mathematicai relations that are dnven from an 

idealized nature, i. e. the Golden ratio, this elegant fom mates a cornecfion between naturd 

and man-made structures. Also, baseci on these relations, a perf&' form is wnstnicted that 

not only stnichirally speaks ofharmony and balance, but also speaks of fbrmal perfection and 

tllnelesstless, which is comparable to the ever lasting fàith in a believer's heart. This structure 

has amived for more than nine hundred years in an earthquake zone and is unchanged f?om 

its original form. 

In its geornetnc design, the North dome inaoduca a unique relaîionship between 

structural form and otnamentation In one instance, geometry is used to create a two- 

dimensional surface pattern. In another instance, by elevating a d a c e  înto a three- 

dimensional structure, creates a space. When entering the space of the North dome, one 



experiences the main structural geornetry. Gradudy, countless geometric patterns appear. 

L o o b g  fiirther, one discovers more detailed foms that were otherwise hidden. The 

geometnc design is enhanced as the structure rises through successively elevating zones. This 

quaiity invites the observer to raise eyes upwards to the point where the dome is placed. The 

star-like design of the dome is significantly comparable to the heavenly sky; by means of 

which, one can be connected to the spintual realm. in this sense, geometry becomes an 

abstract cosmological language that is reveaied in both structural and aesthetic f o m  to create 

a rapport between architectural form and the universe. 

In its construction, each of the brick units is an inavidual character that coilectively 

forms the total design. Each brick unit is uniquely p l a d  in its assigned location. Sorne 

bricks are purely structural and have a simple fom. Mers are purely decorative and are 

fashioned with elaborated geometric designs. Sidarly, there are bricks that p l d y  cover the 

floor, while others with intricate design cover the w e d  d a c e  of the dome. Finaliy, 

brickwork is also used for the Kufic callipphy on various panels, where it becomes a 

calligraphie stroke to celebnite God's Word. 

A great work ofart like the North dome is a lesson for us to see how architecture tells 

a story and conveys a message by uicorporating diKerent design components, tiom structure 

to geometry and construction. By these means it colieaively brings a fonn into life that 

geometxically speaks of harmony, stxucturaüy speaks of knowledge, aesthetically speaks of 

art and above all, silently speaks of fath and subtly glorifies the Unseen. Lastly. The space 

inside the North dome is a cut out fiom the materid world around and is filled with a 

73 



comforting silence that can only be captured through "the Ioud flight of agitated pigeons 

leavhg a profound silence behind]". This space silently speaks of many qualities that sirnply 

can not be captured in a work like the one thaî was presented here. However, it is hoped that 

this humble effort will open new possiibilities for fbrther explorations, in pursuit of many 

issues that have developed based on this study. 
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Appendix I 

The calculation of Oibla orientation for the citv of Isfahan: ' 

The following equation and figure is applicable for the cities in the Nonhern hemisphere. The ci- 

of  Isfahan is located in the northem hemisphere east of Makkah. 

NORTH A T  C 

City whose Qibla is to be dculated 

Geometric location of city meridian on equator 

Makkah, location of Kaa'ba 

Geometric location of Makkah meridian on equator 

Geometric north pole of earth sphere 

Geometric center of earth sphere 

O" mendian at equator 

q = Augle COP (known as 90 O- latinide of Makkah) 

m = Angle POM (known as 90" - Iatitude of city C) 

GREAT CIRCLE CM /-~ c 

GREAT CIRCLE CP ' 
y'- 1 

I 
QE 

p = Angie COM 

p = Angie C'OM' 

Q = Qbla orientation at C, angle betma diameüic planes CPO and CM0 

Two equations are presented here, using equation 1, the unknown angle of p will be solved and 

then by using this angle in equation 2 the angle Q which is the Qibla orientation will be solved. 

Equation 1 : cos p = cos q cos m + sin q sin rn cos p 

Equation 2: sin Q = sin q sin p I sin p 

1 This caldation is based on eqytions h m  "Graphies Standardc". ï'hese equations are chelopeci by G. 
Haider* 



Latitude and Longitude for the city of I d '  are as follows: Latitude 32" 40' N 

Longitude S i '  38' E 

Latitude and Longitude for the city of Mekkah are as foiiows Latitude 21' 30'  N 

Longitude JOo 20' E 

therefore, in the firt equation we have: 

cosp = cos (90 - 21.5) cos (90 - 32.67) + sin (90 - 21.5) sin (90 - 32.67) cos (50.63 - 40.33) 
cosp = cos (68.5) cos (57.33) + sin (68.5) sin (57.33) cos (1 1.3) 

cosp = 0.197837227 -t 0.768036516 = 0.965873 

using p in equation 2 we have: 

sin Q = sin (68.5) sin (1 1.3) / sin (15.0) 

sin Q = 0.70394 

As a result the Qibla orientation for the city of Isfahan is about 45" south-west &om the north- 

south axis of the city. 



Appendix II 

The Golden Ratio 

Mafhemdcal DefUlition: The Golden Ratio is produced by that point on a line segment which 
divides the line segment into two portions mch that the ratio of the length of the larger segment 
to the smaller segment is equal to the ratio ofthe length of the whole Sie to the larger segment. 

Thus, the definition of the Golden Ratio can be translated to this algebraic equation: 

Solving this equation for x gives: 

Using the quadratic equation and taking the positive root only: 

Therefore the value of the Golden Ratio is: 

Golden Ratio = 1 / x 

= ( 1 + J5 ) / 2 ( afker rationalinng the denominator) 

= 1.6 1803 . . . . ( approximate numeric value) 



A Ceornehic Construcibn of l e  Golden Ratio: Here are instructions for constnicting the 
Golden Ratio, that is a line segment which is exactly ( 1 + J5 ) / 2 = 1.6 1803 . . . units long, 
using only traditional tools, a d e r  and a compass. 

Constnict a square with side Iength of 1. 

Bisect the square. 

Draw a line h m  one end of the bisectmg Line to one of the opposite 
corners. Extend the baseline of the camer. 

The total length formed dong the base of this figure is the Golden Ratio = ( 1 + d5 ) / 2 . 



Appendix II, Continued 

A drawing by Eric Schroeder that shows the 
geornetrical relationships m the North dome of 

Masjid-i-Jami. The masbudion of the No& dome 
employes the properties of Golden ratio and d e r  

geornetric relatiDashrps. 
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Appendix IV 

Mn's Plan & Secrion 

The structure of a traditionai brick klin 



Appendix III 

Sketches from the Field Shidy of the North dome of Masjid-i-lami 
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